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When calling 911 or the Non-Emergency line…
Remain calm and answer these basic questions:
  WHAT happened?
  WHERE did it happen?
  WHEN did it happen?

See Something,

  WHO was involved?
  HOW it happened?

Be able to provide detailed description(s):
Persons:

Vehicles/Objects:

 Male/Female

 Type (sedan/pickup, etc.)

 Race/Ethnicity

 Color(s)

 Height/Weight

 Make/Model/Year

 Approximate age

 License/Serial Number

 Hair color/Facial hair

 Features/Markings

 Clothing/Hat

 Direction of travel

 Scars, marks, tattoos,

language/speech or traits
 You’re NOT required to provide your name and number to the call

taker, but it is helpful to conduct a complete investigation.
 You may request to NOT be contacted by the investigating officer,

but an interview is helpful to conduct a complete investigation.

Say Something

TM

It takes a community to protect a community.
Informed, alert communities play a critical role in
keeping our nation safe.

Chandler

Police Department
250 East Chicago Street, Chandler, Arizona 85225
Emergency: 911
Non-Emergency: 480.782.4130 - Call or Text
Tipline: 480.782.4440
www.ChandlerPD.com

Person is suspicious if they are:
Person’s activity

Possible criminal activity

- Going door-to-door in neighborhood

- “Door knock” burglary suspect
- Unpermitted solicitor

- Loitering in front of residences or

- Burglary
- Trespass

closed businesses

- Entering a residence or business
through a window or with any force

- Carrying unlikely objects from a
closed business or residence,
especially if running

- Yelling or screaming
- Loitering near schools or parks

periods of time; creating a high

Emergency: 911
Call or Text
Non-Emergency: 480.782.4130

- Driving slow or aimlessly throughout
schools,/parks, parking lots,
businesses complexes and
neighborhoods

schools/parks, neighborhoods, or
closed businesses

- Burglary
- Trespass
- Theft
- Or fleeing from a crime scene
- Rape
- Assault(s)
- Domestic disturbance
- Disorderly conduct
- Sex offender

- Drug trafficking/use
- Possession/trafficking stolen property

- Auto theft
- Loitering around or forcing entry into - Burglary
vehicles
- Theft
- Acting unusual

Vehicle movement/location

- Parked/occupied vehicles near ,

- Burglary
- Trespass
- Theft

- Selling property/services at “too good - Possession/Trafficking stolen property
- Fraud schemes
to be true” prices/rates
- Regularly visiting a location for short

Vehicle is suspicious if it is:

- Driving without headlight on during
dusk/night hours

- Burglary
- Trespass
- Theft
- Sex offender
- Burglary
- Trespass
- Drug use
- Robbery
- Sex offender
- DUI
- Burglary
- Theft
- Sex offender

- Person being forced into it

- Rape
- Kidnapping
- Assault(s)

- Abandoned in streets /parking lots

- Auto theft (stolen)

- Objects thrown from it

- Evidence/contraband destruction

- Parked in front of a residence or

- Burglary
- Theft

- Damaged ignition switch, cracked

- Auto theft (stolen)

closed business and being loaded
with articles of property
steering column or broken window

- Broken window or heard glass
shattering

- Under the influence or drugs/alcohol
- In need or medical attention

Possible criminal activity

- Transactions occurring from it

YOU are our EYYES and EARS.
Please call in all suspicious
s
activity.

- Burglary
- Theft
- Auto theft
- Trafficking stolen property
- Drug trafficking
Emergency: 911
Call or Text
Non-Emergency: 480.782.4130

